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Extraterrestrial life, also called alien life (or, if it is a sentient or relatively complex individual, an
"extraterrestrial" or "alien"), is life that occurs outside of Earth and that probably did not originate from
Earth.These hypothetical life forms may range from simple prokaryotes to beings with civilizations far more
advanced than humanity. The Drake equation speculates about the ...
Extraterrestrial life - Wikipedia
As NASA's James Webb Space Telescope and other new giant telescopes come online they will need novel
strategies to look for evidence of life on other planets. A University of Washington study has ...
A new 'atmospheric disequilibrium' could help detect life
Life is a characteristic that distinguishes physical entities that have biological processes, such as signaling
and self-sustaining processes, from those that do not, either because such functions have ceased (they have
died), or because they never had such functions and are classified as inanimate.Various forms of life exist,
such as plants, animals, fungi, protists, archaea, and bacteria.
Life - Wikipedia
Developments in artificial intelligence may help us to predict the probability of life on other planets, according
to new work by a team based at Plymouth University. The study uses artificial ...
Artificial intelligence helps to predict likelihood of
NASA.gov brings you the latest images, videos and news from America's space agency. Get the latest
updates on NASA missions, watch NASA TV live, and learn about our quest to reveal the unknown and
benefit all humankind.
Kepler and K2 Missions | NASA
On February 2, 2011, the Kepler Mission revealed the detection of 54 potential planetary candidates which
orbit their host star within or near its apparent habitable zone -- where liquid water can exist on the surface of
an Earth-type planet. Five of these planets are near Earth in size, but they orbit stars that are smaller,
dimmer, and more orange-red than our own Sun, Sol.
Earth-like Planets - SolStation.com
Many hypotheseshavebeen suggestedin eï¬€orts to resolvethe Fermi paradox, for example, that all other
civilizations are deliberately concealing themselves,
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